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PURPOSE: Perform evaluation of reservoir isolation valves for 307256 snubbers returned from PSE&G.

INPUT DOCUMENTS:
1. QC-013, claim # 2004CC133, dated 12/06104.
2. Variance Report # 04-0752.

OUTPUT DOCUMENTS:
1. Test Certificate, PSE&G Demo, 12113/04

DISCUSSION: The following discussion includes observations and actions related to this evaluation

The returned components were inspected, and one cap assembly was Installed In a spare snubber at LISEGA Inc.
The discussion begins with the observation of the damaged snubbers at the PSE&G facilities.

Damage to Reservoirs:

It appears that the reservoir Isolation valves may not have totally closed when the compression lock up and bleed
rate testing was performed. This would have caused extra fluid to transfer from the pressurized side of the cylinder
Into the reservoir. This would not have caused reservoir damage If only tested once. Repeated testing over a short
time, however, could force enough fluid into the reservoir to compress the reservoir spring to solid height, and
overload the snap ring used to retain the reservoir assembly.

Improper closing of valves:

A close Inspection of the valve cages revealed a slightly raised and polished ring in the valve cage just below the fully
open valve poppet position, an abnormality apparently related to application specific influences. This ring appeared
to cause the poppet to "catch" as it went to close, and cock slightly In the cage. This kept the poppet from closing
flush with the seat, which allowed fluid to bypass the poppet and flow Into the reservoir. This characteristic seemed
to appear only when the poppet was activated slowly.

Operability of the snubbers:

When In application, the snubbers are Intended to react to seismic disturbances and dynamic events-(typically aL
frequencies between 3 and 33 Hz). At these frequencies, all valve poppets close virtually Instantaneously. It Is our
opinion that the small indication in the cage would not effect the poppet In this mode of operation.

To provide objective evidence In this regard, we Installed one of the returned rear caps, serial number 61373/91,
(with isolation valve as found In PSE&G snubber) into a spare 307256 snubber, Serial number 996142301005. The
snubber was filled with AK 350 fluid, the fluid utilized in all snubbers supplied to PSE&G. We performed an
engineering evaluation test, similar to a standard production test on the snubber, which Includes a dynamic test at 5
Hz. The test results are attached for information. The lockup and bleed, together with the dynamic test, reflects
normal operation of the snubber (and therefore the isolation valve).

Conclusion:

The repeated testing in compression of the HPCI snubbers resulted in an over-pressurization of the reservoirs. This
appeared to be due to the failure of the Isolation valves to close completely during the tests. The closing of the
Isolation valves appeared to be affected by an Irregularity in the valve cage observed near the fully open position of
the poppet. This condition was aggravatedlaccentuated by slow closing velocities. When testing for lockup speeds,
the snubber Is accelerated rather slowly to obtain accurate, distinct lockup velocities. These velocities are much
slower than those Imposed during actual application.
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The LISEGA test equipment applies high velocity loading to the bleed rate test, and applies dynamic input at 5 Hz as
well. Tests on one of the rear cylinder caps returned from PSE&G showed normal operation on these performance
tests. Based on this, there is no reason to question the operability of the snubbers in application, as the phenomenon
of slow application of increasing velocity Is not found In the practical application of these components.

Proposed corrective action

When performing operability testing, should a compression test for lockup and bleed result In partial load Indications,
the snubber should be returned to the original "test start" position, and the ramp rate of the test stand increased
substantially. Should this repeat test still result In a partial load only, the testing should be stopped, and LISEGA
should be notified for further review/discussion.
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